Year 9 Term 1 2018-2019:
Medieval Medicine
Renaissance Medicine
What is the big historical question we will be answering this term?
What were the key medical ideas in the Medieval period?
Was there a medical revolution in the Renaissance?
How will I be assessed?
This term the focus is AO1 and AO2.
AO1: How well can you recall facts and demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the key features
and characteristics of the periods studied?
AO2: Explaining similarity, difference, change, continuity, causation and consequence.
You will have 6 x 10 question knowledge tests
You will also be expected to answer the two questions below with historical facts and details in full
paragraphs. You could challenge yourself by presenting an argument.
1. Explain why there was continuity in ideas about the cause of disease during the
period c1250-c1500 (12)
2. Explain why the Black Death spread so easily in Britain during 1348—49 (12)
How can I prepare for my assessments? Ask your teacher for a ‘how to revise history information sheet.
Know It, Grasp It, Think It Sheets – Create your own revision resources using these key questions for
guidance.
Knowledge Organisers – These have the key terms and definitions for all aspects of each unit.
Revision Cards – Use the Knowledge Organisers to create revision cards on key individuals, causes, events
and consequences involved in all the key topics
GCSEPod – Go to www.gcsepod.com and listen to the c1700-1900 Medicine in 18th & 19th Century
Britain podcasts.
Quiz – Create your own quizzes and test your friends.
I want to get ahead! What will I learn next term?
You will learn about key medical developments during the Industrial Revolution. Use the next Knowledge
Organiser and GCSEPod or BBC Bitesize to add to the details about the key words and events.
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